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The voice fell.

Wood Zhengjie moved.

Go straight to the villa.

The experts arranged by Tiance Mansion quickly discovered Wood Zhengjie’s
abnormality.

Several people walked up quickly, wanting to question Wood Zhengjie.

Only a weird smile appeared at the corner of Wood Zhengjie’s mouth.

The next second, these Lords fell to the ground one by one.

They didn’t die, one by one just passed out.

This is naturally the ghost of Wood Zhengjie.

The energy he controls can affect the human brain and can be manipulated
consciously.

It couldn’t be easier for these people to fall asleep.

Of course, it is not effective for that kind of particularly high-level powerhouse.

They are not only strong, but also strong willpower. Wood Zhengjie’s energy can’t
interfere with their brains.



Wood Zhengjie walked all the way, everyone fell under his feet and fell asleep.

If ordinary people see it, I am afraid that Wood Zhengjie is a god.

His supernatural ability is the same as the gods in the phantom movie.

Little did they know that this ability was obtained through experimentation.

Wood Zhengjie ran wild all the way, and soon came to the villa.

Sarah and others were shocked when they saw Wood Zhengjie.

It stands to reason that the guards here are tight, and it is impossible for anyone
to break in.

How did Wood Zhengjie get in?

By the way, Wood Zhengjie seems a little different.

Especially his eyes are terrible!

There is a feeling of looking at the world and ignoring sentient beings.

“long time no see!”

Wood Zhengjie smiled.

“You… how did you get in?”

Sarah said in horror.

“Just come in, I want to come in, no one can stop me!”

Wood Zhengjie casually sucked a servant of the Logan family with energy.

“Uh…”



Then, under the eyes of everyone, Wood Zhengjie dissolved the man alive.

The terrible scene scared everyone at Sarah!

Isn’t Wood Zhengjie an ordinary person?

How could he?

Especially this method is the same as God.

Even more exaggerated than those warriors!

Even if Sarah is very strong now, he is shivering in the face of Wood Zhengjie.

Wood Zhengjie is truly unstoppable like a god descending from the earth.

“No way, I am so strong now! I forgot to tell you, this is my experiment and
transformation!”

“In my heart, those warriors are barbarians with well-developed limbs! Compared
with modern technology, they are apes and monkeys!”

Wood Zhengjie laughed.

But he does have this strength to ridicule!

Wood Zhengjie looked at Sarah carefully, and he no longer felt what he had
before.

Looking at her, just thinking about how to get revenge.

There is no emotion between men and women!

He has no interest in Sarah anymore.

“You…what are you doing?”



Sarah looked at this demon tremblingly.

“I heard that Levi has become a big demon, I will naturally kill him! Eliminate
harm for the people!”

“Of course there is you! You are destined to be mine and can’t run away!”

Sarah immediately refused: “Impossible! I won’t go with you!”

“It’s up to you! You will follow me voluntarily! Hahaha…”

Wood Zhengjie had already prepared an experiment for Sarah.

At that time, it is very likely that Sarah will become his puppet.

Sarah is scared!

Today’s Wood Zhengjie really gives her a devilish feeling.

“Levi, you didn’t expect to have this day, right?”

Wood Zhengjie laughed loudly.

Soon, the Tianlong four came with the Lords of hundreds of Tiance Mansion.

“Who are you? What are you doing?”

Xuan Lang scolded, staring at Wood Zhengjie.

“Everyone, don’t get me wrong! I’m here to fight against Levi!”

“They are not dead either! They just slept over!”

Wood Zhengjie smiled.

He waved his hand.



The Lords of Tiance Mansion who had just fallen asleep on the ground woke up
one after another.

“Don’t worry, I just want to join the team that kills Levi!”

Wood Zhengjie smiled.

“Lord of Magic?”

Tianlong looked at Wood Zhengjie in horror.
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The means he showed was a Lord of magic spells.

Can control people’s thoughts and emotions, can make people fall asleep
instantly, and can make people wake up instantly.

It is said that Lords of magic arts can kill people invisibly, and they have magical
means.

Can control the mind of people or animals, and can control and kill people
thousands of miles away.

Seeing Wood Zhengjie’s performance like this, Tianlong and others were
shocked.

Lords of spells are rare and terrifying!

In the sky list, besides the Wulong Taoists, there are three Lords of spells!

There is a Lord of spells in the top three, which is really terrifying!

The world of magic arts is not as prosperous as the world of martial arts, but no
one dares to ignore the world of magic arts.



Wood Zhengjie’s hand just now completely convinced Tianlong and the others.

“Sorry, I came in so recklessly just to show you my strength!”

Wood Zhengjie smiled.

“If you can join the crusade against Levi, then we will be even more powerful!”

Tianlong said with a smile.

No one will refuse a Lord of spells!

Especially still so strong!

Sarah was anxious and wanted to expose Wood Zhengjie.

But after another thought, how to expose Wood Zhengjie?

Can’t say that Wood Zhengjie has bad thoughts, he wants to kill Levi, right?

That’s right!

Now they just want to kill Levi!

Upon hearing that Wood Zhengjie was here to kill Levi, Tianlong raised their
hands in favor.

The identity of Wood Zhengjie was not even checked.

Now in Morendam, for Tiance Mansion, if you want to deal with Levi, then we are
friends.

“Okay, Lord welcomes you to join! We really need your help!”

Tianlong is humane.



“Don’t worry, as long as it is about Levi, I have no shirk!”

“As soon as you have news about Levi, please contact me! I will also actively
look for him!”

Wood Zhengjie agreed.

“It’s great! Our team has grown again!”

“With the addition of the Lord, I believe it will be sooner or later to win Levi!”

Several people in Tianlong smiled.

Wood Zhengjie asked about the reasons why Sarah was protected.

Tianlong answered truthfully.

“If you can trust me, you can leave them in my care!”

Wood Zhengjie took the initiative to invite Ying.

Sarah was about to speak, but found that he couldn’t speak at all.

Wood Zhengjie had already moved her hands and feet, and she couldn’t make a
sound.

Seeing a few people hesitate, Wood Zhengjie smiled and said, “If I want to do
something to her, surely your people can stop me?”

The Tianlong people were relieved.

If Wood Zhengjie sincerely wants to deal with Sarah and them, no one can stop
him.

Furthermore, if Sarah is guarded by a Lord, it will reduce their pressure and
resources on the one hand, and on the other hand it will be safe.



“No problem! Then there will be Lord Lao!”

After weighing the pros and cons in this way, Tianlong handed over Sarah to
Wood Zhengjie.

After successfully taking away Sarah everyone, Wood Zhengjie smiled and said,
“Don’t worry, I won’t move you until Levi is not dead!”

The world of Morendam Martial Arts is searching for Levi.

At the same time, other countries have also moved.

First, the long-silent War Eagle Nation jumped out.

Unite many countries and international forces to condemn Levi, the demon.

This is what Colin Tiance Mansion did not expect at all.

These forces of the Eagle Nation will intervene!

The key is that they don’t have any reason to refuse!

The reasons given by the major forces such as the War Eagle Nation are very
simple-

If Levi, the big demon grows up, it will be a disaster for Morendam, for other
countries and regions, and for the whole world.

Therefore, the appearance of Levi is not only the suffering of Morendam, but also
the whole world.

Therefore, everyone is required to unite and slay this demon together.

All of this is naturally led by Richard.



In this way, he has a legitimate reason to get rid of Levi’s shame, and he can also
enter Morendam.
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Since the Warhawk Nation issued this initiative, it has received support from
many forces!

The international momentum is growing.

Many people have long regarded Levi as a thorn in the flesh.

In particular, Levi, as the one-word king of Morendam, puts great pressure on
other countries and regions.

With Levi here, they can’t eat well and sleep well.

I wanted to kill it a long time ago!

But there is no chance at all!

Now that Levi had something to do, they knew that the opportunity was coming.

As for what Tiance Mansion thought, it would be impossible for the major foreign
forces to recruit Levi!

Tiance Mansion did not understand Levi at all.

On the contrary, it was Levi’s enemy, Richard, who knew Levi best!



They firmly believe that Levi was framed!

This person will not do anything harmful to Morendam anyway!

So it’s impossible to recruit him and let him join another country!

The best way is to kill him!

How could Richard let go of this opportunity?

It is impossible for Colin to stop them!

Their reasons are unassailable!

You can’t refuse at all!

In Tiance Mansion’s view, this is a good thing.

First, they will not recruit Levi.

Second, the power to encircle Levi has increased.

After getting permission, Richard actively recruited troops, calling as many Lords
as he could.

One day later, he will lead all the Lords into Morendam to encircle and suppress
Levi.

The situation is grim.

All forces joined the team to encircle and suppress Levi.

Levi’s old department was completely controlled.

Hearing that Richard and the others had formed an international encirclement
and suppression team, even the East Island forces were stunned.



Although this is a good thing!

The bigger the trouble, the better.

But something is wrong with them…

Before, they suspected that Richard and others had captured Junjun and them.

But now they came to encircle Levi.

So who was the one who captured Junjun?

This is puzzling!

But what they have to do now is to intensify the conflict.

Jun Jun, this child is not important.

On the other side, Wood Zhengjie brought Sarah and the others back to the
Shenlong Science and Technology Base.

“Sarah I will conduct experiments soon. Do you expect to have a strong power
and be used by me alone?”

Wood Zhengjie laughed.

“You devil! You are not human!”

Sarah scolded angrily.

“Yes! Strictly speaking, I am indeed not a human being!”

Wood Zhengjie laughed.

He is now composed of pure energy, so he doesn’t need to be a human being.



“you…”

“Come on, shut them up with Wen Lei!”

“I’ll go and clean up Levi!”

Seeing Wood Zhengjie’s invincible appearance, the elites of the Shenlong
Science and Technology Alliance are all regretful.

Why didn’t Levi kill him with a single knife?

Why bring him back?

How did they persuade you?

It was they who insisted on taking Wood Zhengjie back by force.

Raising tigers is now in trouble.

Can’t control it at all.

They have seen how strong Wood Zhengjie is!

Who can stop him?

This guy is now an energy body, he can’t kill him!

Wen Lei asked Sarah quietly: “Do you know that Levi is there?”

“I do not know!”

Sarah shook his head.

“Now he is the only one who stops Wood Zhengjie! Wood Zhengjie is more
threatening than anyone!”



Sarah looked helpless: “But after the accident, he never contacted me again!”

“Hey!”

Wen Lei was holding her hair, thinking about countermeasures.

After Wood Zhengjie left the base, he joined the team searching for Levi.

At this time, after Levi discussed with everyone, he was about to make a
decision.

“In any case, we can’t hide from it! Let’s face them head-on!”

“Give my order-I, Levi, will be waiting for fellow fellows at Tiandang Mountain in
the south!”

Levi issued a convening order.

Suddenly the summer is boiling.
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Fu Jia, Lin Tianlong and their eyes were silent.

Once the summoning order is issued, they know best what it means.

It will be an unprecedented battle!

No matter who it is, it will be a great loss.

Especially the entire Morendam martial arts world will be greatly injured!

They couldn’t stop them, they could only watch.

As soon as the summoning order from Levi, the descendant of the Heretic God
was issued, the whole Morendam exploded.



Those followers of Cthulhu, who always seemed to be headless flies, were
completely excited.

In the past two days, in addition to the forces such as the Celestial Strategy
Mansion who are looking for Levi, they are also actively looking for it.

But there is no clue at all.

Now Levi directly issued a convening order.

The followers of Cthulhu were so excited that they rushed to Tiandang Mountain
from all directions!

They are crazy, going to Tiandang Mountain at all costs.

When they encounter an attack or obstruction on the way, they can dodge as
long as they can, and they don’t like war at all.

Just to see the descendants of the Heretic God for the first time!

“At all costs, converge at the fastest speed!”

“Those who block the way, kill without mercy!”

…

After receiving the summoning order, the followers of Cthulhu went crazy.

Since the summoning order is for all the followers of Cthulhu, it is impossible to
secretly issue the summoning order.

Cause everyone will know this summoning order.

The East Island forces were dumbfounded when they knew the summoning
order.



Their original plan-to use the followers of the Heretic God to cause contradictions
on a large scale in Morendam, and to weaken Morendam’s martial arts strength
little by little.

Levi came along with a summoning order to completely shatter their plan.

Let them not use the followers of Cthulhu at all.

“This is not a good thing for us!”

…

However, after hearing the summoning order, the Tiance Mansion and other
forces all laughed.

Levi issued a summoning order, which indeed can summon the followers of
Cthulhu.

But on the other hand, he also exposed his whereabouts, completely exposed
where he was.

There is another point-gather all the followers of Cthulhu.

Isn’t this just waiting to be exhausted?

I don’t have to go to find out these evil demons.

It’s so easy!

Tiance Mansion immediately issued an order-let the Morendam martial arts world
stand still, and let it go directly when it encounters followers of the evil god.

They want the followers of Cthulhu to gather with Levi.



“Another order-let all the people with lofty ideals who encircle and suppress Levi
immediately go to Tiandang Mountain to meet! Obey the unified command of
Tiance Mansion!”

“In addition, we have to send the strongest lineup! Levi and all the evil gods’
remnants are not easy to deal with!”

“In addition, let the Baolong clan also send strong people to join us to encircle
and suppress Levi!”

“Also contact all the strong from the sky list and the strong from the list! Let them
also contribute to the encirclement and suppression of Levi!”

…

After knowing the exact location, Tiance Mansion made a detailed layout.

Send out all the strong ones that can be sent out!

In addition, “Lords” like Wood Zhengjie are also invited.

And the team formed by Richard and the others also joined the ranks of
encirclement and suppression.

All forces set off towards Tiandang Mountain.

An unprecedented battle is about to take place!

A few hours after the summoning order was issued, many followers of Cthulhu
had already arrived.

Seeing the growing team around him, Levi couldn’t get happy anyhow.

Your team is stronger, which means that the opponent’s team is stronger.

They all want to catch it all in one go.



“Little Cthulhu, it is estimated that in another half a day, all of our colleagues will
gather!”

“We are also ready to fight! What are you afraid of? Under your leadership, come
and kill as many as you want!”…

A group of Lords expressed their opinions one after another.

Levi nodded: “Well, I see.”

“Levi is actually a stupid decision! You have exposed your position and will be
subjected to all-round encirclement and suppression!”

Lin Tianlong laughed.
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At the beginning, Levi issued a convening order, and they felt that the crisis had
come.

But I figured it out later, Levi was self-inflicted.

Obviously hiding, it is difficult to find him.

He wanted to take the initiative to expose his traces.

Isn’t this seeking a dead end?

Levi glanced at Lin Tianlong.



The person next to him immediately understood, and slapped Lin Tianlong’s face
with a slap.

“Just talk nonsense, just kill you!”

Levi smiled: “You still care about your situation first, right?”

With that, Levi’s eyes fell on Fu Jia and Ning still.

“Bring them to my room!”

Levi left a word.

“boom!”

But Fu Jia and Ning still had their heads exploded.

He… what is he going to do?

Take it to his room? ? ?

A bad premonition flooded my mind.

Fu Jia and Ning were still shaking.

Isn’t he going to…

Thinking of that situation, the two immediately broke into cold sweats.

Together with Lin Tianlong were shocked.

“What are you going to do? What are you going to do? Let people go!”

Lin Tianlong has always been secretly in love with Fu Jia.

I heard that the two of Fu Jia were about to be taken to Levi’s room.



How could he not panic?

Once Levi did something to the two of them, he was crazy!

For a moment, Lin Tianlong blushed and shouted, struggling hard.

“Be quiet!”

“boom!”

He was knocked out directly.

Ning still and Fu Jia were finally taken away.

Brought to Levi’s room.

In the room, Levi was lying in a recliner.

Fu Jia and Ning still looked at Levi warily.

Fu Jia clenched her fist tightly. She wanted to slam the killer, but she understood
that it was impossible to succeed.

With Levi’s strength, she had no chance at all.

She and Ning still looked at each other.

Both of them are determined to die.

If Levi had any ideas, they would commit suicide and would never let Levi
succeed.

“You… what did you bring us to your room for?”

Fu Jia asked nervously.



“You two come here!”

Levi’s cold voice sounded, and the two trembled at the same time.

Under Levi’s coercion, the two still walked over obediently.

Can’t hide it!

Not the same as Fu Jia.

Ning is still more afraid of death!

She was thinking about what Levi would do to her later, she might compromise
and let Levi do the tricks obediently.

It seems that Levi is not bad either.

Except for her status as a demon, she is the best young man she has ever met in
all aspects.

Lin Tianlong and the like are even more incomparable with him.

He seems to be very good.

Thinking of this, Ning still felt much better.

The two walked up to Levi anxiously, not knowing what he was going to do…

“One shoulder press, one leg press! Hurry up!”

The language is not surprising and endless.

When Levi said these words, Fu Jia and Ning were still directly dumbfounded.

That’s it?



Was it for this to capture the two of them?

puff!

Ning still had to vomit blood.

I wanted everything just now, and I was mentally prepared.

What is the result?

Fu Jia was also speechless.

“Hurry up, what are you doing? Forcing me to do it myself?”

Levi urged impatiently.

Fu Jia had to press his shoulders and beat his legs.

It’s just that the two of them felt a little lost inexplicably, empty.

Levi didn’t do anything to them, but made them unwilling.

Isn’t he attractive?

Young, beautiful, high-status, and strong.

Shouldn’t men like it all?

Especially a big monster like Levi!

But Levi didn’t even look at them at all.

To catch them is just to do this!

The evil spirits outside the room smiled.



“It seems that the little evil god is really a born demon! The man is killed, the
woman will not let it go!”

“Under his leadership, I believe we will return to the era of evil gods!”

Everyone laughed.
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Everyone looked at Levi’s room, and they all smiled.

Lonely men and widows live in the same room.

What is Levi going to do, who doesn’t understand?

“Hehehe…”

If Levi knew the thoughts of these people, he would be furious.

He was thinking about countermeasures while punishing the two women a little.

These young people are too crazy one by one.

Levi must rub their spirits.

Think about it, let Fu Jia, who is called a fairy, be treated as a maid to press his
legs.

This is a blow to her at all.

But I didn’t expect to understand it!

I have to say that the martial artist’s hand strength is really good.

It is suitable for pressing the shoulders and beating the legs.



Levi closed his eyes and meditated, thinking.

Two hours passed gradually.

Lin Tianlong, who had been locked up, had already woke up.

The person was not released for two hours, which meant that the two women
had fallen into Levi’s magical hands.

What should have happened has already happened.

“what!!!!”

Lin Tianlong looked up to the sky and howled.

The fist was clenched tightly, and a majestic force gushed out.

Almost broke free of the rope.

“Levi, I don’t share the same spirit with you! Don’t let me go out! Otherwise, I will
let you die!!!”

For Lin Tianlong.

Wife-robbing hate is not shared!

Not long after, Fu Jia and Ning were still sent back.

The two were still blushing, and their clothes were a little messy.

After all, it has just been three hours since Levi beating his leg and pressing his
shoulder…

But their appearance changed in the eyes of others.

“Haha, you deserve to be a little evil god!”



“This is the descendant of the Heretic God! Since the outside world says that we
are all evil, then we simply do what we want!”

…

Everyone laughed.

But after Lin Tianlong saw the two, his eyes were about to fly out.

Levi, I want you to die!!!

His heart is bleeding!

“Fu Jia, you guys… are you okay?”

Other colleagues asked.

“We…we are fine…”

Fu Jia and Ning still saw the strange look in everyone’s eyes, and gradually
understood something.

“Levi will take you there. Didn’t he do anything to you? This damn devil!”

Someone asked.

“No, he made us…”

Ning still looked at Fu Jia, and neither of them could say anything.

Can’t you say that they beat the demon’s legs and shoulders, right?

If this spreads out, how will they mix up in the future?

Together with their family will also be humiliated!



So I must not say it!

“Actually nothing… nothing…”

The two of them froze, but they made everyone more sure that Levi must have
committed a murder to the two of them.

What else can make girls difficult to talk about?

“Levi!!!”

Lin Tianlong fainted directly with anger.

Fu Jia and Ning were still confused.

I don’t even know what happened.

Soon the story of Levi and Fu Jia spread out.

The followers of Cthulhu who were rushing to various places were overjoyed
when they heard this news.

“The little evil god demon hand picks flowers! It’s really good!”

“Hahaha, little evil god go on! Picked all these righteous flowers!”

…

But when other people heard the news, they were really furious.

“What? Fu Xianzi and Tianjiao Ning, who is seventh on the ground list, are still
being attacked by Levi?”

“Sure enough, the devil is the devil! No evil is done! Killing without blinking!
Women don’t let it go!”



“Such demons must be killed!”

…

In particular, Fu Jia and Ning are still the top arrogances.

Levi’s attack on these two women caused a great sensation.

The forces behind the two are going crazy!

“Levi, have you really released your nature? I thought you wouldn’t touch other
women except Sarah?”

Wood Zhengjie not only smiled when he heard the news.

“Come on, send this news to Sarah, let her see what her husband is doing?
Hahaha…”


